
- innovative, patented compact design

- low prole to t on vehicles operating

on sites with low garage door

clearance 

- excellent value for money

- made of stainless steel and 

anodised aluminiumanodised aluminium

- maintenance free

- foam nozzle included
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FIRE MONITOR  NSK

DWP 8/16/24/32

80 m rekord-breaking range* 
(full jet setting by 3200 L/min capacity and 8 bar pressure)

* foam throw range: 51 m

Certicate
No 3276/2018



The PAMET Fire Monitor model NSK (DWP-8/16/24/32) has been designed as compact and reliable device to ght

res from group AB, according to PN-75 / M-51001 and is used to feed water or foam in the form of jet or spray. 

The ow can be set in such a way that the optimum performace of chosen throw and jet pattern is achived by 

available pressure.

This model is mostly used by professional re brigades but is also suited to a wide range of industries incl. fuel 

storage sites, waste recycling plants, multiple marine and petrochemical applications and mining facilities.storage sites, waste recycling plants, multiple marine and petrochemical applications and mining facilities.

The construction is based on a specially shaped pipe equipped with rotary joints and a universal head allowing 

stepless regulation of ow capacity and pattern (from full jet to spray). The pipe and joints are manufactured of

stainless steel and the head - of cast aluminium.  Its compact design and very low prole (only 320 mm in hight)

allow tting on vehicles operating in premises where low garage door clearance is a factor. The re monitor 

is equipped with a manometer.   The comfortable handle assures rm grip and safe operation. 

The Fire Monitor is equipped with a special head allowing stepless regulation of ow capacity between 800 and 

3200 l/min and ow dispersion within 0° and 30° range. Can be rotated 360° horizontally and within -30° to +90°

range vertically. Before throwing foam the foam nozzle (included) must be tted on the head, which takes only

a moment thanks to its quick-locking design. The joints and the position of the handle can be locked in place easily.
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